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Air traffic demand across Europe’s airports is estimated to have 
grown by around 9% in 2017, considerably faster than the 5% 
reported in 2016. As a result Europe’s busiest airports nearly all 
reported record traffic levels last year and continue to face the 
challenge of providing sufficient runway and terminal capacity 
to meet the growing demand. With aircraft movements up 
4.3% in the 11 months to November (according to ACI Europe 
figures), much of the growth is being achieved by operating 
larger aircraft and airlines managing to fill an ever-higher 
percentage of the available seats. 

Not surprisingly, Europe’s leading flag-carriers operate their 
main hubs from many of the busiest airports in Europe and 
with their strong slot portfolios it is arguably becoming 
increasingly difficult for rival airlines to provide additional 
competition at many of these hubs. However, while some of 
Europe’s legacy airlines are often accused of being dominant at 
their hubs, their share of aircraft movements is usually well 
below that seen at several US airports. According to analysis of 
FlightGlobal schedules data for 2017, American Airlines 
accounted for 85% of flights at Dallas/Fort Worth (and 90% in 

Charlotte), United Airlines operated 81% of flights at Houston 
Intercontinental while Delta Air Lines accounted for 79% of 
flights at Atlanta (as well as 76% in Detroit and 73% in 
Minneapolis/St. Paul). 

Turkish Airlines has almost 80% flights at Istanbul IST 

In Europe, the leading airline for airport dominance at a major 
hub is Turkish Airlines. This summer it is expected to be 
responsible for almost 78% of flights at Istanbul IST. Only one 
other carrier, Finnair in Helsinki has more than 70% of flights at 
a major airport. Among the 20 hubs analysed by The ANKER 
Report, seven of the top eight airports for airline dominance 
are Star Alliance hubs; two for Lufthansa and one each for 
Austrian Airlines, LOT Polish Airlines, SWISS, TAP Portugal and 
Turkish Airlines. 

Given that several airlines now operate as part of larger airline 
groupings (IAG, Air France-KLM, Lufthansa Group) this analysis 
also looks at how dominant (or not) various airline groupings 
are at these same hub airports. As a result, Vienna’s ranking 
changes as the Lufthansa Group of airlines (comprising Austrian 
Airlines, Brussels Airlines, Eurowings, Lufthansa and SWISS) 

now accounts for almost 72% of aircraft movements.  

British Airways has only just over 50% of movements at London 
LHR and even with the addition of the other IAG airlines, the 
combined carriers account for fewer than 60% of movements 
at the airport this summer. Several flag-carriers fail to even 
have half of all flights at their main hubs. Aegean Airlines 
(including Olympic Air) achieves 48% in Athens, Iberia manages 
46% in Madrid and Alitalia has around 43% of flights at Rome 
FCO. At two of SAS’ three hubs it fails to account for 40% of 
flights (at Oslo and Copenhagen) while in Stockholm ARN the 
carrier manages a slightly higher 44%. Norwegian is a key rival 
at all three airports.  

Similarly, Ryanair’s major presence in Dublin means that Aer 
Lingus only has 37% of flights in July, while adding all other IAG 
carriers only takes this figure to just over 40%. Czech Airlines 
would have been bottom of this ranking were it not for the fact 
that SmartWings bought a majority stake in the airline late last 
year. Therefore, for the purposes of this analysis the two 
carriers are combined as a single entity.  

LH Group dominate in Austria, Germany and Switzerland 

While looking at the share of total flights is one measure of an 
airline’s dominance at an airport, another measure is to see 
how much bigger the main carrier is to its nearest 
(independent) competitor. Using this measure, Turkish Airlines 
falls to sixth in the rankings, as its nearest local rival, 
AtlasGlobal, has 6.3% of flights at Istanbul IST this July. Turkish 
Airlines has almost 78%, or 12.4 times as many flights. 

Four of the five airports above it by this measure are 
dominated by the Lufthansa Group. In both Vienna and Zurich 
the Lufthansa Group account for around 32 times more flights 
than its nearest independent rival, easyJet in the case of Vienna 
and British Airways in Zurich. At its two biggest bases, in 
Frankfurt and Munich, the LH Group has 16 and 18 times more 
flights than its nearest independent competitors (Condor and 
Air Dolomiti respectively). By this measure IAG’s dominance of 
London LHR has grown, as it has almost 17 times more flights 
than its nearest independent rival, Virgin Atlantic. 

easyJet is the second biggest carrier at both Amsterdam and 
Paris CDG. In both cases 

Turkish Airlines is Europe’s leading 
hub dominator with 78% of IST flights 
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After recording its highest growth this century in 2016 
(when traffic increased by 9.1%), Copenhagen Airport 
has reported its weakest growth since the global 
economic recession of 2009, with passenger numbers up 
just 0.5% in 2017. However, it was still a record year for 
the Danish airport as it handled almost 29.2 million 
passengers. However, its local rivals all fared rather 
better in 2017; Helsinki traffic was up 9.9%, Stockholm 
ARN welcomed 7.9% more passengers last year and Oslo 
OSL demand was up 6.6%.  

Looking at the airport’s figures for 2017 in more detail 
reveals that domestic traffic was down significantly by 
5.8%, European traffic was up a tiny 0.2% while 
intercontinental demand was up 6%. Local traffic was up 
2.9% but connecting traffic (of which SAS is responsible 
for 82%) was down 8.4%. Across the year, January and 
April (thanks to Easter) performed best with year-on-
year growth of almost 6%. During the last four months of 
the year traffic has declined by 0.1% (September), 2.0% 
(October), 3.4% (November) and 4.8% (December), a 
worrying trend that the airport will be keen to reverse as 
soon as possible in 2018. 

London traffic falls after rapid growth in 2016 

Arguably, the airport has been a victim of its own 
success in 2016. In December 2017, passenger numbers 
were down by almost exactly 100,000 compared with 
December 2016. One third of this reduction was on 
flights to just one destination, London, where demand 
fell by almost 30,000 passengers (or 13.6%). As analysed 
by The ANKER Report in Issue 3, the London market saw 
significant growth in 2016 of 12.1% to 2.5 million 
passengers. This was as a result of a battle between 
easyJet and Ryanair who were both operating multiple-
daily flights from London LTN. easyJet withdrew from 
the route at the start of the S18 season while Ryanair cut 
capacity from Luton, but also launched service from  its 
main base at London STN. As a result, traffic to London 
has reverted back to previous, more sustainable levels. 

However, among the top 10 city destinations it was not 
just London that saw a fall in demand in 2017. Aalborg (-
3%), Frankfurt (-2%), Paris (-2%) and Stockholm (-4%) 
also all experienced a drop in passenger numbers. 
Country markets that saw growth in passengers in 2017 
included Canada (+21%), Dubai (+10%), China (+5%) and 
the US (+3%).  

Three of the top four airlines cut capacity in 2017 

According to FlightGlobal schedules data, seat capacity 
in Copenhagen fell by just under 2% in 2017. While SAS 
remained the busiest carrier at the airport, accounting 
for around 38% of scheduled seat capacity, it actually cut 
its capacity at the airport by 5.2%. Second-ranked 
Norwegian, with approximately 18% of capacity, 
increased its offering at the airport by almost 6%. 
Ryanair and easyJet, ranked third and fourth, are 
responsible for 10% of capacity, but both reduced seats 
in 2017; Ryanair by 2.4% and easyJet by almost 19%. 

Air India and Blue Air new for 2017 

Blue Air was the biggest new carrier welcomed in 2017 
when it began flights from Turin (in March) and 
Bucharest (in June) while Air India began 3-weekly flights 
from Delhi on 16 September. Air Arabia Maroc was 
another newcomer when it began operating from Agadir 
at the beginning of October. 

Apart from Delhi, notable new destinations served in 
2017 but not 2016 were Bordeaux (by Air France), Kiev 
IEV (by Wizz Air), London STN (by Ryanair), Oakland (by 
Norwegian), Pescara (by Ryanair), Ponta Delgada (by 
Primera Air), Valencia (by Ryanair) and Zadar (also 
Ryanair). In addition, SAS launched new services to Riga 
and Vagar (Faroe Islands), summer seasonal flights to 
Malta and Olbia, and winter seasonal flights to 
Fuerteventura and Tenerife TFS, while dropping service 
to Bremen in Germany.  

Ryanair also saw Naples and Thessaloniki added to its 
Copenhagen network in 2017, but service to Stockholm 
NYO was suspended at the end of the S16 season. 

Cathay Pacific arrives, Air China returns 

Copenhagen has already welcomed two new services in 
2018 with easyJet starting flights from Berlin TXL on 7 
January and Eurowings starting Düsseldorf connections 
on 15 January. Both these services replace capacity 
previously offered by airberlin. Other new services set to 
launch this year include Cathay Pacific Airways launching 

flights from Hong Kong and the resumption of flights by 
Air China to Beijing and Royal Jordanian to Amman. 
Ukraine International Airlines is set to launch daily flights 
to Kiev KBP this summer while Norwegian will add Bastia 

flights, Ryanair will offer a new Seville service and Wizz 
Air will make Sibiu an option. Finally, SAS will add new 
seasonal services to Beirut, Genoa, Lisbon, Sarajevo and 
Toulon. 

Copenhagen has record year but looks to reverse Q4 traffic decline 
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France: Passenger numbers grew by almost 7% in France 
in November despite estimated seat capacity growth of 
less than 4%. Seven of the top 12 airports reported 
double-digit growth, while easyJet and Ryanair both 
grew much faster than Air France, but not as fast as 
Transavia or Vueling. 

Croatia: Zagreb dominates Croatia’s traffic in winter as 
passenger numbers drop off dramatically at the 
country’s coastal resorts. Qatar Airways and Emirates 
both rank in the top four for airline capacity in Decem-
ber. Eurowings registered the biggest growth and is the 
second biggest carrier after Croatia Airlines. 

Greece: As in Croatia, the country’s capital airport in 
Athens takes on a more dominant role in winter. Overall 
traffic was up around 8% driven by the growth of home 
carrier Aegean Airlines and its subsidiary Olympic Air, 
rather than Ryanair, which cut capacity by over a 
quarter. 
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Russia’s S7 Airlines is the country’s second biggest carrier 
after Aeroflot and a member of the oneworld alliance 
since 2010. According to government statistics it carried 
9.51 million passengers in 2016, an increase of 16% on its 
2015 figure. This is well behind Aeroflot (29.0 million), but 
ahead of Rossiya Airlines (8.10 million), Utair (6.65 million) 
and Ural Airlines (6.47 million). Globus Airlines, a former 
subsidiary now owned by East Line Group, operates flights 
on behalf of S7 Airlines and carried a further 3.64 million 
passengers in 2016. In total therefore, the S7 Group of 
airlines transported some 13.15 million passengers in 
2016. Based on analysis of capacity data, passenger 
numbers are likely to be around 8% higher in 2017, 
suggesting that the airline group handled around 14 
million passengers last year. 

The airline’s seat capacity has doubled in the last seven 
years from just over eight million scheduled seats in 2010 
to almost 17 million in 2017. The fleet currently comprises 
some 80 aircraft; almost 50 A320-series aircraft, 19 737-
800s and 13 Embraer E-170s. S7 Airlines became the first 
Russian carrier to operate the Airbus A320neo last July, 
when it also took the opportunity to refresh its corporate 
branding. The 737-800s are operated by Globus Airlines 
which will become the Russian launch customer for the 
737 MAX 8 when it takes delivery of the first of nine 
planned aircraft in September. 

Moscow DME and Novosibirsk are busiest airports 

S7 Airlines’ biggest base is at Moscow DME, where, 
according to FlightGlobal schedules data, it accounted for 
40% of seat capacity in 2017. Its nearest rival at the 
airport, Ural Airlines, recorded just 15% of capacity. 
However, at its second busiest airport, Novosibirsk, it 
accounts for almost 60% of seat capacity. This is where the 
airline has its headquarters, having been known as Siberia 
Airlines until 2006. In 2017 the airline’s two fastest-
growing major airports were its home base of Novosibirsk 
(+40%) and Vladivostok (+36%). The latter is on Russia’s 
east coast and just 730 kilometres from Pyongyang, the 
capital of North Korea. 

While capacity growth overall last year was just under 8%, 
the number of seats allocated to routes in the European 
Economic Area (EEA) increased by almost 28%. Some 95% 
of the airline’s flights to the EEA are from its Moscow DME 
base, from where it served 30 EEA destinations with 
regular flights in 2017. The top five EEA destinations for S7 
Airlines from Moscow DME in 2017 were Munich (844 
flights), Bourgas (538), Larnaca (468), Verona (469) and 
Alicante (443). New EEA routes launched by the carrier 
from Moscow in 2017 included Catania, Kos, Pisa, Rome 
FCO and Vienna. 

Italy appears to be a focus for growth in S18 with the 
airline planning to launch new, seasonal routes from 
Domodedovo to Bari, Cagliari and Olbia as well as 
Reykjavik KEF.  

Now also serving EEA from St. Petersburg 

Having launched EEA flights from St. Petersburg to Berlin 
TXL last May, S7 Airlines then began winter ski services 
from the Russian airport to Innsbruck, Lyon, Salzburg and 
Turin just before the end of 2017. Come June, S7 Airlines 
will launch service from St. Petersburg to both Copenha-
gen and Stockholm ARN, neither of which are served by 
the airline from any of its other airports. Another new 
point on the airline’s route network this year will be Minsk 
in Belarus, which will be served weekly from 2 May from 
Novosibirsk. 

Looking at the whole of the S18 season, S7 Airlines is 
currently set to increase flights by 15% but seats by just 
6%. This suggests a greater role for the airline’s Embraer 
fleet.  

Cyprus, Germany and Spain lead European growth 

Analysis of the airline’s biggest non-Russian markets in 
2017 shows that Cyprus was the airline’s fastest-growing 
EEA market with flights to the country more than doubling 
compared with 2016. Germany (+62%), Spain (+46%) and 
Italy (+25%) also saw significant growth in flight activity. In 
total S7 Airlines serves more than 25 country markets 
which will grow further in 2018 with the addition of flights 
to Denmark and Sweden.  

One market noticeably absent from the airline’s network is 
the UK, home of fellow oneworld member British Airways. 
France, Poland, Romania and Switzerland are other 
markets currently not served by the carrier. 

S7 doubles capacity since 2010; 80 aircraft carried 14m pax in 2017 
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Italy: Italy’s airports reported 5% growth in November, a 
nice steady figure. But this disguised some extremes as 
the country’s busiest airport saw traffic drop by almost 
3%, but seventh ranked Naples reported growth of 50%. 
Ryanair extended its advantage over Alitalia as ten of 
the country’s top 12 airlines registered capacity growth. 

Portugal: Impressive 13% growth in November across 
Portugal’s airports was driven by Lisbon’s 17% growth. 
TAP Portugal and Ryanair both saw double-digit capacity 
growth, while third-ranked easyJet grew seats by 9%. 
Only Transavia failed to grow its capacity significantly 
among the top seven airlines. 

Sweden: Stockholm ARN’s growth of 1.4% in December 
reflected exactly the overall growth in the Swedish 
market. Local carriers SAS and Braathens Regional both 
recorded capacity reductions but Norwegian grew its 
seat offering by a healthy 15%, while Wizz Air is still 
bigger than Ryanair among ULCCs in Sweden. 

http://www.gva.ch/b2b
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LCCs continue to make steady progress in the French 
market. According to The ANKER Report analysis of 
FlightGlobal schedules data, while Air France and its 
regional subsidiary HOP! accounted for around 39.3% of 
departing seat capacity from French airports in 2017 
(down from 40.6% in 2016), the next four biggest 
carriers in France are all LCCs – easyJet (11.6% of French 
seats), Ryanair (5.0%), Vueling (3.1%) and Transavia 
France (2.9%). Along with Volotea (1.8% of the French 
market and ranked at #9 among all airlines), these five 
carriers grew their share of French capacity from 23.0% 
in 2016 to 24.4% in 2017. The ANKER Report estimates 
that including all other LCCs (such as Blue Air, Eurowings, 
Norwegian, Pegasus Airlines and Wizz Air), LCCs 
accounted for around 27.5% of all scheduled seat 
capacity from French airports in 2017. 

Top 5 LCCs growing seats by around 10% per annum 

The five biggest LCCs in 2017 have grown their annual 
capacity in France from fewer than six million seats in 
2004 to almost 27 million in 2017. It is worth 
remembering that Volotea only launched operations in 
2012 and that Transavia France only began flying in 
2007. The figures for Transavia in the graph also includes 
French capacity offered by Transavia’s Dutch-based 
subsidiary.  

In the last three years the French capacity of the five 
biggest LCCs combined has grown by 9.2% in 2015, 
10.3% in 2016 and 9.4% in 2017, well above the average 
growth in France across all carriers. Among these, 
Ryanair’s share of capacity has fallen from almost 40% in 
2006 to just over 20% in 2017. Last year the ULCC 
offered fewer seats in the French market than it did in 
2013. easyJet’s lead over Ryanair has been growing 
rapidly during the last decade. In 2007 easyJet offered 
only 21% more seats than Ryanair from French airports. 
By 2012 this had grown to 69% more and in 2017 it was 
130% more.  

Volotea, the youngest of the carriers, reached two 
million French seats in 2017, just five years after 
launching. It took Vueling 11 years to reach the same 
milestone.  

easyJet to open 6th French base in S18 

easyJet has established bases at Lyon, Nice, Paris CDG, 
Paris ORY and Toulouse and will open its sixth French 
base in Bordeaux this summer. Ryanair by contrast, 
despite its significant presence in the market has no year
-round bases in France, though it did make Marseille a 
base in November 2006. Due to contract issues relating 
to French employment laws, it closed the base in early 
2011, though it continues to serve the airport from many 
of its non-French bases and even manages to operate 
domestic routes to Brest and Lille. 

Vueling also has bases at the two main Paris airports but 
chose to close its base in Toulouse which it launched in 
April 2011. Transavia has a major presence at Paris ORY 
and a relatively small network from Lyon and Nantes. 
Volotea’s route map indicates that it considers 
Bordeaux, Marseille, Nantes, Strasbourg and Toulouse as 
bases.  

Norwegian and Wizz Air growing by 40% in S18  

Looking ahead to S18, LCCs currently look to be 
increasing their capacity by around 8% in France. In 
terms of growth rates, Norwegian and Wizz Air are both 
increasing capacity by just over 40%. However, 
measured by additional seats, both easyJet and 
Transavia have increased their seat capacity the most, by 
just over 330,000 seats.  

Thanks to the growth of its US network from Paris CDG, 
Norwegian’s ASKs in the French market will more than 
double in S18, despite offering only 28% more flights. By 
the end of the summer the carrier will be serving eight 
US destinations from the French capital. 

Wizz Air’s new French routes for S18 include connecting 
Iasi, Kutaisi and Sibiu to Paris BVA, Sofia to Nice and 
Warsaw WAW to Bordeaux. However, Volotea will be 
busiest with routes launches as it currently plans almost 
30 new connections between airports in France and 
leisure destinations mostly in Greece, Italy, Portugal and 
Spain. However, these are mostly seasonal services 
operated just weekly or 2-weekly. 

easyJet, Ryanair, Transavia, Vueling and Volotea dominate French LCC 
market but Norwegian and Wizz Air growing fastest in S18 
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Despite handling 24.64 million passengers in 2017 (a 
new record and almost 5% more than in 2016), 
Germany’s third busiest airport faces a challenging year 
ahead after the collapse of airberlin in late 2017. 
According to ADV, passenger numbers were down 5.4% 
in October and down 9.1% in November. Looking at 
currently planned schedules, which are always subject to 
change, capacity in the first quarter of 2018 is down 
almost 12%, with Q2 capacity down 9% and Q3 capacity 
also down 9%. 

Just a few years ago airberlin and Lufthansa each had 
around one-third of the airport’s capacity. Then 
Lufthansa decided to focus its own brand flying at its two 
major hubs (Frankfurt and Munich) and Eurowings took 
over the airline’s non-hub routes at Düsseldorf. 
Following the demise of airberlin, the LCC has already 
grown its presence significantly and will be basing 
around 40 aircraft at the airport this summer. In the 
second quarter of 2018 Eurowings and Lufthansa 
combined will account for half of all seat capacity at the 
airport. 

The biggest non-Lufthansa Group airlines in Q2 look set 
to be Condor and TUI fly Deutschland with Germania and 
SunExpress Deutschland both doubling their capacity 

since Q2 in 2017. easyJet is still finalizing its schedules 
for Q2 in Germany, but already ranks seventh for 
capacity at the airport in Q1, despite only offering a 
single route to Berlin TXL, which it operates 6-daily 
(except on Saturdays when it is 4-daily) 

Movement limit set at 47 per hour 

It was reported in the German press that Ryanair had 
shown interest in establishing a base at the airport 
(despite having a significant presence at Weeze which is 
less than 60 kilometres away) but that a major issue was 
the lack of slots at key times. Despite having two parallel 
runways, a local agreement means that they can only 
both be used at the same time for 56 hours per week, 
which is half the operating time of the airport. In 
addition, the airport is currently restricted to 47 hourly 
movements, although it is hoping to increase this 
gradually to 60 movements per hour which is the design 
capability of the two runway system. 

Despite the reduction in overall capacity this summer, a 
look at the first Monday in August 2018 shows that 
between 06:00 and 07:00 there are indeed 47 aircraft 
movements, 41 departures and six arrivals. Curiously, for 
the same date in August 2017 the movement limit was 

reached between 10:00 and 11:00 and between 14:00 
and 15:00. 

Eurowings has 23 of 41 peak slots  

A closer look at the 41 departures in the 06:00 hour 
reveals that Eurowings accounts for 23 of the flights 
followed by Condor and TUI fly Deutschland with three 
each, and Lufthansa with two (one each to Frankfurt and 
Munich). Nine other airlines account for the remaining 
10 departures, including foreign flag-carriers such as 
Aeroflot, Air France (to Paris CDG), Austrian Airlines, 
British Airways (to London LCY), KLM, SWISS and TAP 
Portugal. 

Of the six arrivals in that hour, four are from Turkish 
destinations (Adana, Ankara, Elazig and Kayseri) 
operated by either SunExpress or SunExpress 
Deutschland, one is a Eurowings flight from Reykjavik 
KEF and the final one is Lufthansa’s long-standing, long-
haul service from New York EWR which will be the only 
other route flown by Lufthansa this summer from the 
airport apart from its Frankfurt and Munich services. 

So, for now at least, it seems it will be difficult for any of 
Europe’s ambitious LCCs to establish a base at the 
airport until the runway movement limit is raised. 

Düsseldorf’s slot constraints limit scope for growth in S18 

http://www.flightglobal.com/srsanalyser
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Latest European route news 
Launched routes 

Air Malta has responded to the cessation of NIKI’s flights 
by launching a 2-weekly service between Vienna and 
Catania in Sicily. Launched on 19 January, the service 
operates on Tuesdays and Fridays using the airline’s 
A320 fleet. Austrian Airlines also serves the market on a 
seasonal basis with up to 4-weekly flights during the 
summer. In addition, Eurowings is launching a 2-weekly 
connection between the two airports from 26 March. 
Currently, the Air Malta service is only bookable until 20 
March. 

Blue Air has added a new route to its Italian base in 
Turin with the launch on 20 January of a weekly 
(Saturday) service to Stockholm ARN. The 1,750-
kilometre route is not served by any other carrier. An 
additional Tuesday service will be added from the start 
of the S18 season. The Romanian carrier already serves 
the Swedish capital from its Bucharest base. Blue Air is 
the biggest carrier at the Italian airport with an 
estimated 24% of seat capacity in 2017, ahead of 
Ryanair (21%) and Alitalia (16%). This summer Blue Air 
will serve 19 destinations from Turin including another 
new route to Paris CDG, which begins on 25 March. 
However, routes to Rome FCO and Berlin TXL, which 
operated last summer, were both suspended at the end 
of the S17 season. The Italian capital is still served by 
Alitalia, but the German capital currently remains 
unserved.  

Buta Airways, the wholly-owned low-cost subsidiary of 
Azerbaijan Airlines, has begun a weekly service from 
Baku to Sofia. The airline operates six 106-seat E190s 
which will be used on the 2,200-kilometre route, which 
saw its first service on Tuesday 16 January. Although the 
airline has its own brand and website, it still operates 
using the IATA code of J2 used by its parent company. 
Sofia is the airline’s first route into the EU. Launched last 
September, the LCC’s initial network comprised Antalya, 
Kazan, Kiev IEV, Mineralnye Vody, Moscow VKO, Tbilisi 
and Tehran. From the start of W17/18 Istanbul SAW and 
St. Petersburg were added to the network.  

Edelweiss Air now serves Orlando in Florida. A weekly 
service, operating every Tuesday initially, began on 16 
January from Zurich using the airline’s 315-seat A330-
300s. The flight switches to Fridays from June and gets a 
second weekly frequency from the end of September 
until the end October. According to FlightGlobal 
schedules data the airline previously connected the two 
airports 10 times during the summer of 2011. Edelweiss 
Air, which is wholly-owned by SWISS, already serves Las 
Vegas, San Diego and Tampa in the US, and will begin 
service to Denver in June. The airline expects around 
65% of its passengers on the new 7,700-kilometre flight 
to Florida to be from Switzerland and 20% to 30% from 
Germany and the border areas.  

Eurowings significantly expanded its presence in 
Düsseldorf with the addition of five new routes on 
Monday 15 January. Bologna (12-weekly), Copenhagen 
(18-weekly), Florence (12-weekly), Munich (28-weekly) 
and Stuttgart (22-weekly) were all previously served by 
airberlin. In-house competition is provided by Lufthansa 
(105-weekly, up to 19 flights per day) on the Munich 
route, while SAS currently serves Copenhagen with 15-
weekly flights. All the new Eurowings services will, for 
now, be flown with Q400s operated by LGW, with the 
exception of the Friday evening flight to Bologna which 
gets an A320. All five routes are below 900 kilometres in 
length with the Stuttgart service being just 338 
kilometres. This February, Eurowings will be operating 

58% more flights from Düsseldorf than it did last 
February but offering only 26% more seats (as a result of 
all the Q400 operations). From the end of March, Corfu 
will be the next new Eurowings destination from the 
German airport, followed in late April and early May by 
Fort Myers, Guernsey, Kos, Miami, Mostar, New York 
and Samos. Elsewhere on Eurowings’ rapidly expanding 
network, the carrier launched 2-weekly (Wednesdays 
and Saturdays) flights between Vienna and Tenerife TFS 
on 20 January. The two airports are already connected 
by Austrian Airlines, which offers 3-weekly flights, one 
on Thursdays and two on Saturdays. 

Helvetic Airways is now offering a weekly service to 
Kuusamo in Finland from Zurich. The Saturday service, 
which launched on 20 January and will operate until 3 
March, is being flown on behalf Travelhouse, a Swiss 
tour operator. An E190 will service the 2,400-kilometre 
route which is not flown by any other carrier. According 
to the airline’s website it offers flights from three Swiss 
airports (Bern, Sion and Zurich) to destinations such as 
Calvi, Heraklion, Jerez, Kos, Olbia, Palma de Mallorca, 
Rhodes, Rostock, Shannon and Tromsø. According to 
analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data only just over 2% 
of the airline’s flights last year were for its own 
operations. Almost 95% of its flights were conducted on 
behalf of SWISS, notably on routes from Zurich to 
Florence, Hannover, London LCY, Milan MXP, Munich 
and Warsaw WAW, and from Geneva to London LCY. 
The airline’s fleet currently consists of seven E190s and 
five Fokker 100s 

Pobeda now serves Nazran/Magas from St. Petersburg 
with a weekly (Friday) service. Launched on 12 January, a 
second weekly service (on Tuesdays) will be added from 
20 February according to the airline’s on-line booking 
tool. Aeroflot’s in-house LCC already serves Nazran/
Magas from Moscow VKO with daily flights. Located in 
the Republic of Ingushetia (which borders Georgia) 
Magas is a relatively new town, founded in 1995 and 
which became the capital in 2002 replacing Nazran. 

Announced routes 

Aeroflot will grow its route network from its main base 
at Moscow SVO this summer with the addition of new 
routes to Saransk (2-daily from 1 May), Bourgas (6-
weekly from 3 July) and Kyzylorda (4-weekly from 15 
July). As a result, the Russian flag-carrier will serve 91 
international destinations from its main hub this 
summer, one more than in S17. Despite the addition of 
Bourgas in Bulgaria and Kyzylorda in Kazakhstan, 
Aeroflot is dropping its London LGW route but adding an 
extra daily frequency on its London LHR service (now 5-
daily). A further 50 domestic destinations are also served 
including Saransk. This airport was closed for most of 
2017 for rebuilding ahead of the 2018 FIFA World Cup. It 
reopened just before the end of 2017. Located around 
500 kilometres east of Moscow and capital of the 
Republic of Mordovia, Saransk will host four matches 
(Peru v Denmark, Colombia v Japan, Iran v Portugal, 
Panama v Tunisia) in the football tournament in the new, 
45,000 seat Mordovia Arena. Aeroflot’s new service to 
Kyzylorda looks set to become the airport’s first 
international scheduled service. According to 
FlightGlobal schedules data the airport’s current 28-
weekly flights are all to other airports in Kazakhstan. 

Air China is planning to offer 4-weekly service between 
Beijing and Copenhagen starting on 30 May. The Star 
Alliance carrier will fly the route using its A330-200s. The 
Danish capital would become the airline’s 18th 
destination in Europe served non-stop from the Chinese 
capital. A decade ago it served just eight European cities 
non-stop, plus Athens via Dubai. 

Air France starting 26 May will add three new European 
destinations to its Paris CDG network. Bergen, Cork and 
Wroclaw will all be served daily, the latter two being 
flown using E170s operated by HOP! All three 
destinations are already connected to Paris; Norwegian 
serves Paris ORY 2-weekly from Bergen, Aer Lingus 
operates daily on the Cork route, while Ryanair flies 3-
weekly between Paris BVA and Wroclaw. Air France 
already serves Oslo OSL in Norway, Dublin in Ireland and 
Warsaw WAW in Poland. In the past it has also served 
Katowice, Krakow, Shannon and Stavanger.  

Air Saint-Pierre (no I’d never heard of them either) will 
operate a weekly service from 2 July until 21 August 
(that’s a total of eight times) between Paris CDG and 
Saint-Pierre, a small French territory just south of 
Newfoundland in Canada. The airline, which normally 
operates an ATR 42 to Halifax (3-weekly), Montreal 
(weekly) and St. John’s (3-weekly), will use ASL Airlines 
France to operate the route to Paris using a 737-700 on 
the five-and-a-half hour flight. 

Blue Air continues to grow its network from its UK base 
in Liverpool. It has now announced plans to begin 2-
weekly flights to Malaga from 5 June until 28 September 
using its 737-400s. The route is already served 11-weekly 
by Ryanair and daily by easyJet. This brings to 21 the 
number of weekly flights being operated by the 
Romanian carrier from Liverpool, still down slightly on 
the number of weekly flights it operated last summer. 

British Airways will serve 60 destinations from London 
LGW during the peak summer period in S18, up from 55 
in S17. In addition to the airline’s two new long-haul 
routes to Las Vegas and Toronto, it will resume flights to 
Gibraltar, Menorca and Palma de Mallorca. The first and 
third of these were last served in S09 while you have to 
go back to S07 for the airline’s last flights to Menorca 
from Gatwick. easyJet will compete on all three routes 
while Thomas Cook Airlines and TUI Airways will 
compete on the two Spanish routes and Norwegian just 
on the Palma route. British Airways is increasing its seat 
capacity this summer from London LGW by some 10% 
according to FlightGlobal schedules data. easyJet, the 
biggest airline at the airport is showing little change in 
seat capacity for this summer. 

Emirates resumes service to Istanbul SAW from 1 June. 
The route from Dubai, which launched in December 
2015, was suspended at the end of July 2016 following 
the social unrest in Turkey. The route will resume with 5-
weekly flights using the airline’s 777-300ERs. It continues 
to serve Istanbul IST with 11-weekly flights. 

Ethiopian Airlines is expanding in Europe. In June it will 
begin non-stop service from Addis Ababa to Barcelona 
(4-weekly from 4 June) and a one-stop service (via Milan 
MXP) to Geneva (3-weekly from 2 June). As a result, the 
Star Alliance carrier will serve nine European destina-
tions (Barcelona, Dublin, Frankfurt, London LHR, Milan 
MXP, Paris CDG, Rome FCO, Stockholm ARN and Vienna) 
non-stop this summer from Ethiopia plus four more 
(Brussels, Geneva, Madrid and Oslo) via intermediate 
points.  

Eurowings will begin 24-weekly service between Berlin 
TXL and Munich from 25 March. The 480-kilometre 
route is already served by parent company Lufthansa 
(over 100 weekly departures) and easyJet, which began 
service on the route earlier this month and is currently 
operating 8-daily on weekdays. Passengers wanting to 
get between the two major cities may now consider the 
new high-speed train service which began in December. 
Journey time has been cut by over two hours to under 
four hours as a result of the new routing which cost an 
estimated €10 billion and required the building of some 
300 new rail bridges and 170 new road bridges. 

Finnair has given plenty of notice for a new route to 
France. A 2-weekly service to Lyon is not set to launch 
from Helsinki until 11 December, 11 months after the 
route was announced by the airline on 10 January. An 
E190 will operate the service on Tuesdays and Saturdays. 
The oneworld carrier already serves Paris CDG with 
multiple-daily flights as well as summer services to 
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Biarritz and Nice. Helsinki and Lyon have not previously 
been connected by scheduled services. Finnair carried 
11.9 million passengers in 2017 up 9.6% compared with 
2016 as load factor improved by three percentage points 
to 83.3%. While domestic traffic grew by only 1.1%, 
North Atlantic passenger numbers grew by 7.3%, Europe 
saw 10% growth and Asian demand was up 18.1% to 
2.11 million.  
Georgian Airways on 12 January announced that it 
would be operating 2-weekly flights from Tbilisi to 
Athens and Thessaloniki starting on 26 March and 28 
March respectively. Both routes will be flown by the 
airline’s E190s. Aegean Airlines already connects the 
capitals of Georgia and Greece with up to 5-weekly 
flights having started flying the route in June 2012. 

Hainan Airlines plans to start a third route to Brussels 
from 20 March. The carrier already serves the Belgian 
capital from Beijing and Shanghai and will now initiate 2
-weekly flights from Shenzhen using its 787-8s. In all, the 
Chinese airline will serve nine European destinations this 
summer, the others being Berlin TXL, Manchester, 
Moscow SVO, Paris CDG, Prague, Rome FCO and St. 
Petersburg, as well as Belgrade (via Prague). 

Icelandair in the last fortnight has announced not one, 
not two, but three new US routes for S18. From its 
Reykjavik KEF base it will begin service to Baltimore/
Washington (4-weekly from 28 May), Kansas City (3-
weekly from 25 May) and San Francisco (4-weekly from 
3 June). In fact, only Kansas City is a totally new route 
for the airline as it previously served Baltimore/
Washington up until January 2008 and San Francisco 
until October 2006. However, for Kansas City this 
becomes the US airport’s first ever non-stop scheduled 
service to anywhere in Europe.  

Icelandair and its partner Air Iceland Connect will now 
be serving almost 50 international destinations this 
summer from Iceland, though this will not now include 
either Barcelona or Birmingham. The UK route, 
launched in February 2015 was suspended earlier this 
month.  

Pobeda which was analysed in more detail in Issue 5 of 
The ANKER Report, will add two more international 
destinations this summer from its Moscow VKO base. 
Karlovy Vary in the Czech Republic will be served 2-
weekly from 17 February while Venice TSF will be served 
3-weekly from 21 February. 

Royal Jordanian has revealed plans to resume flights to 
Copenhagen after a gap of over 20 years. The oneworld 
carrier plans to offer 3-weekly flights from 3 June from 
its home base of Amman using a mix of A319s, A320s 
and A321s. The 3,200-kilometre route is not served by 
any other carrier. This brings to 17 the number of 
European destinations served by Royal Jordanian in 
Europe in S18 with a total of 88 weekly flights in July. 
Denmark becomes the airline’s first Scandinavian 
country market, joining 12 others across Europe. Three 
destinations are served in Germany (Berlin TXL, 
Frankfurt and Munich), two in Spain (Barcelona and 
Madrid), two in Switzerland (Geneva and Zurich) and 
one each in Austria (Vienna), Cyprus (Larnaca), France 
(Paris), Greece (Athens), Italy (Rome FCO), Netherlands 
(Amsterdam), Russia (Moscow DME), Turkey (Istanbul 
IST) and the UK (London LHR). Amman joins Baghdad (2-
weekly with Iraqi Airways), Beirut (3-weekly with SAS 
and 2-weekly with Middle East Airlines), Doha (2-daily 
with Qatar Airways), Dubai (daily with Emirates) and Tel 
Aviv (2-weekly with Norwegian) as a Middle East 
destination served at least 2-weekly, non-stop from the 
Danish capital. Amman handled over 7.4 million 
passengers in 2016. The airport’s last press release on its 
website stated that passenger numbers were up 3.8% in 
the period January to May 2017 to 2.9 million. However, 
May passengers were down 1.9%. 

Ryanair may not be growing much in France this 
summer (see page 6) but it has already announced plans 
for 10 ‘new’ routes starting in W18/19. These will be 
spread across four French airports; four from Paris BVA 
(to Bratislava, Malta, Prague and Thessaloniki), three 

from Marseille (to Bucharest, Budapest and Faro), two 
from Nantes (to London STN and Seville) and one from 
Bordeaux (to Valencia). All routes will be served either 2
-weekly or 3-weekly with the exception of the UK route 
which will be served 4-weekly. On closer inspection, 
however, four of these routes (to Bratislava, Faro, Malta 
and Thessaloniki) are already operating this summer but 
did not operate this winter. In addition, Nantes was 
previously served from London STN by Ryanair between 
January 2006 and March 2009. 

Ural Airlines will become a new carrier in Frankfurt 
when it begins 5-weekly service from St. Petersburg on 
26 March. Lufthansa already connects the two airports 
with up to 3-daily flights. 

VLM plans to launch three new routes from Antwerp on 
12 February. Using its Fokker 50s it will begin 5-weekly 
service to Birmingham, Maribor (in Slovenia) and 
Munich. Maribor will be served via Munich. It already 
serves London LCY and Zurich from the Belgian airport.  

Wizz Air will make Vienna a new base this summer and 
will connect the Austrian capital with 17 destinations. 
Although the first based aircraft does not arrive until 
June, the ULCC’s first flights from Vienna will be on 27 
April from its bases in Gdansk and Tuzla, followed a day 
later by Varna. The based aircraft will enable five more 
new routes (Bari, Malta, Rome FCO, Valencia and Tel 
Aviv) to launch in mid-June operating a total of 21 
weekly frequencies. When the first A321 arrives in mid-
November this will enable the launch of new routes to 
Billund, Kutaisi, Nis, Ohrid and Thessaloniki with a total 
of 16 weekly flights. A second A321 will arrive at the end 
of November and facilitate the introduction of new 
routes to Bergen, Dortmund, Larnaca and Tenerife TFS 
with a total of 18 weekly flights. Only Dortmund, Rome 
FCO and Tel Aviv will be served daily. All other routes 
will be served either 3-weekly or 4-weekly except for 
Varna (2-weekly). Of the 17 routes Wizz Air will not face 
any competition on eight of them, with Austrian Airlines 
competing head-to-head on six routes and Eurowings on 
four. It is worth noting that Wizz Air also operates flights 
from Bratislava, which is only 50 kilometres from 
Vienna. However, there will be no duplication across the 
two airports as the Tuzla service from Bratislava is set to 
end a few days before the Vienna service begins. 

www.connect-aviation.com 

http://www.connect-aviation.com/
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Latest European airport traffic statistics 
Data published here has been made public between 8 January and 19 January 2018. 

Country Sources: Individual airports, airport authorities, government statistics and ACI Europe. (YTD: Year to date) 

Albania November: Tirana pax +5.9% to 186k. YTD: pax +21.2% to 2.41m. 

Austria 

November: All airports pax +0.3% to 2.00m; Linz pax +3.2% to 29,384; Klagenfurt pax +4.7% to 13,815. 
YTD (Nov): All airports pax +4.8% to 26.86m; Linz pax -8.6% to 379k; Klagenfurt pax +12.3% to 201k. 
December: Vienna pax +0.9% to 1.76m, O&D pax +0.3%, transfer pax +3.4%, flights -2.9%; Innsbruck pax -13.6% to 87,906. 
YTD (Dec): Vienna pax +4.5% to 24.39m, O&D pax +4.5%, transfer pax +4.4%, flights -0.8%; Innsbruck pax 8.6% to 1.09m. 

Belgium 

November: All airports pax +4.5% to 2.43m; Liege pax -37.2% to 5,723. 
YTD (Nov): All airports pax +11.5% to 28.55m; Liege pax -51.8% to 180k. 
December: Brussels CRL pax +2.1% to 549k; Ostend pax +19.2% to 17,968; Antwerp pax +9.7% to 17,094. 
YTD (Dec): Brussels CRL pax +5.5% to 7.70m; Ostend pax -16.0% to 365k; Antwerp pax down 1.5% to 272k. 

Bos. & Herz. December: Sarajevo pax +13.7% to 50,218. YTD: pax +14.2% to 958k. 

Bulgaria 
December: All airports pax +11.5% to 567k; Varna pax +81.3% to 65,707; Bourgas pax 11,866. 
YTD (Dec): All airports pax +19.8% to 11.44m; Bourgas pax +3.6% to 2.98m; Varna pax +16.6% to 1.97m. 

Croatia 
December: Top 5 airports pax +12.1% to 273k; Zagreb pax +10.0% to 206k; Split pax +17.8% to 36,143; Dubrovnik pax +20.5% to 26,674. 
YTD (Dec): Top 5 airports pax +18.1% to 9.45m; Zagreb pax +11.8% to 3.09m; Split pax +23.1% to 2.82m; Dubrovnik pax +16.5% to 2.32m; Zadar pax +13.2% to 
590k; Pula pax +37.3% to 587k. 

Cyprus 
November: All airports pax +11.9% to 549k; Larnaca pax +10.7% to 400k; Paphos pax +15.2% to 149k. 
YTD (Nov): All airports pax +14.6% to 9.91m; Larnaca pax +17.0% to 7.48m; Paphos pax +7.6% to 2.43m. 

Czech Republic 

November: All airports pax +14.5% to 1.41m; Brno pax -3.4% to 16,379; Ostrava pax -2.6% to 13,105. 
December: Prague pax +11.6% to 1.14m. 
YTD (Nov): All airports pax +18.8% to 13.89m; Brno pax +13.5% to 458k; Ostrava pax +27.5% to 312k. 
YTD (Dec): Prague pax +17.9% to 15.42m 

Denmark 

December: All airports pax -3.0% to 2.31m; Billund pax +13.4% to 196k. 
December: Copenhagen pax -4.8% to 1.98m; O&D -2.1%, transfer -13.5%, domestic -8.1%, Europe -5.8%, intercontinental +4.0%. London -14%, Oslo +1%, 
Stockholm -9%. Flights -6.7% to 18,091. 
YTD (Dec): All airports pax +1.2% to 34.45m; Billund pax +9.2% to 3.38m. 
YTD (Dec): Copenhagen pax +0.5% to 29.18m; O&D +2.9%, transfer -8.4%, domestic -5.8%, Europe +0.2%, intercontinental +6.0%. London -7%, Oslo +3%, 
Stockholm -4%. Flights -2.5% to 259k. 

Estonia December: Tallinn pax +18.1% to 189k. YTD: pax +19.2% to 2.65m. 

Faroe Islands December: Vagar pax +16.0% to 20,529. YTD: pax +16.8% to 341k. 

Finland 

December: All airports pax +10.8% to 2.04m, domestic pax +6.4% to 542k, international pax +12.5% to 1.49m. Helsinki pax +10.6% to 1.51m; Rovaniemi pax 
+16.1% to 132k; Kittila pax +17.3% to 91,197; Oulu pax +2.8% to 79,778; Ivalo pax +13.1% to 61,379. 
YTD (Dec): All airports pax +9.2% to 22.70m, domestic pax +2.1% to 5.48m, international pax +11.7% to 17.22m. Helsinki pax +9.9% to 18.89m; Oulu pax down 
10.1% to 923k; Rovaniemi pax +18.8% to 579k; Turku pax +2.9% to 2334k; Kittila pax +26.3% to 325k. 
YTD (Dec): Top 5 country markets for international scheduled traffic; Germany +6.6% to 1.88m, Sweden +5.5% to 1.83m, Spain +14.0% to 1.22m, UK +7.5% to 
1.12m and Denmark +12.1% to 919k.. 

France 

November: Nice pax +12.8% to 820k; Lyon pax +10.4% to 738k. 
YTD (Nov): Nice pax +7.2% to 12.51m; Lyon pax +7.9% to 9.52m. 
December: Paris CDG pax +4.3% to 5.42m; Paris ORY pax -1.5% to 2.45m; Nice pax +5.5% to 790k; Toulouse pax +5.7% to 735k; Bordeaux pax +1.3% to 432k; 
Montpellier pax +7.5% to 148k; Strasbourg pax +15.2% to 119k; Biarritz pax -0.8% to 74,091; Pau pax -2.3% to 52,546. 
YTD (Dec): Paris CDG pax +5.4% to 69.47m; Paris ORY pax +2.6% to 32.04m; Nice pax +7.1% to 13.30m; Toulouse pax +14.6% to 9.26m; Bordeaux pax +7.7% to 
6.20m; Montpellier pax +10.7% to 1.85m; Strasbourg pax +12.7% to 1.21m; Biarritz pax +4.9% to 1.19m; Pau pax -1.3% to 600k. 

Georgia 
December: All airports pax +29.4% to 257k. Tbilisi pax +35.1% to 221k; Kutaisi pax -8.4% to 25,146; Batumi pax +42.3% to 11,141. 
YTD (Dec): All airports pax +43.3% to 4.06m. Tbilisi pax +40.5% to 3.16m; Batumi pax +58.7% to 496k; Kutaisi pax +49.2% to 405k. 

Germany 

December: Frankfurt pax +7.3% to 4.57m; Munich pax +1.8% to 3.11m; Düsseldorf pax -13.1% to 1.43m; Hannover pax +7.4% to 336k; Nuremberg pax +9.9% 
to 274k. 
YTD (Dec): Frankfurt pax +6.1% to 64.50m; Munich pax +5.5% to 44.58m; Düsseldorf pax +4.8% to 24.64m; Hannover pax +8.5% to 5.87m; Nuremberg pax 
+20.1% to 4.19m. 

Gibraltar December: Gibraltar pax -37.5% to 24,993. YTD: pax +4.2% to 571k. 

Greece 

November: All airports pax +7.8 to 2.29m. YTD: pax +8.4% to 55.83m. 
December: Athens pax +5.5% to 1.43m, international +13.0%, domestic -7.6%; Thessaloniki pax -12.9% to 358k; Rhodes pax +0.0% to 60,480; Chania pax down 
36.6% to 46,929; Santorini pax +0.8% to 31,923. 
YTD (Dec): Athens pax +8.6% to 21.74m, international +12.0%, domestic +2.4%; Thessaloniki pax +11.5% to 6.40m; Rhodes pax +6.6% to 5.30m; Chania pax 
+2.6% to 3.04m; Corfu pax +5.1% to 2.92m. 

Hungary December: Budapest pax +12.7% to 1.00m. YTD: pax +14.5% to 13.10m. 

Iceland December: Reykjavik KEF pax +18.0% to 607k. YTD: pax +28.4% to 8.76m. 

Ireland 
December: All airports pax +5.4% to 2.42m; Dublin pax +5.8% to 2.11m; Cork pax +4.1% to 146k; Shannon pax +0.9% to 114k; Knock pax +3.8% to 48,318. 
YTD (Dec): All airports pax +5.4% to 34.39m; Dublin pax +6.0% to 29.58m; Cork pax +3.5% to 2.31m; Shannon pax +0.1% to 1.75m; Knock pax +2.1% to 749k. 

Kosovo November: Pristina pax +4.7% to 117k. YTD: pax +6.9% to 1.73m. 

Latvia December: Riga pax +18.0% to 476k. YTD: pax +12.9% to 6.10m. 

Lithuania 
December: All airports pax +13.6% to 409k; Vilnius pax +15.0% to 325k; Kaunas pax +12.4% to 65,331; Palanga pax -4.0% to 17,979. 
YTD (Dec): All airports pax +9.6% to 5.25m; Vilnius pax -1.4% to 3.76m; Kaunas pax +60.2% to 1.19m; Palanga pax +27.8% to 297k. 

Luxembourg November: Luxembourg pax +17.6% to 271k. YTD: pax +18.9% to 3.30m. 

Macedonia 
November: Skopje pax +16.4% to 141k; Ohrid pax -9.9% to 4,807. 
YTD (Nov): Skopje pax +12.8% to 1.73m; Ohrid pax 153k. 

Malta December: Malta pax +14.3% to 378k. YTD: pax +17.5% to 6.01m.  
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Latest European airport traffic statistics (continued) 
Data published here has been made public between 8 January and 19 January 2018. 

Star Alliance hubs lead way for January seat growth 

December data for xxx airports 

Country Sources: Individual airports, airport authorities, government statistics and ACI Europe. (YTD: Year to date) 

Moldova November: Chisinau pax +18.2% to 176k. YTD: pax +25.1% to 2.56m. 

Montenegro 
November: Podgorica pax +26.2% to 65,775; Tivat pax +17.7% to 20,882. 
YTD (Nov): Tivat pax +15.0% to 1.11m; Podgorica pax +20.4% to 987k. 

Netherlands 

December: Amsterdam pax +4.8% to 4.99m, O&D pax +7.4%, transfer pax +1.2%, Europe pax +4.5%, intercontinental pax +5.5%, flights +0.4%.  
December: Eindhoven pax +3.5% to 369k; Rotterdam pax -17.9% to 76,216; Groningen pax +23.3% to 13,149. 
YTD (Dec): Amsterdam pax +7.9% to 63.53m; O&D pax +9.1%, transfer pax +5.3%, Europe pax +7.8%, intercontinental pax +7.3%, flights +3.7%.  
YTD (Dec): Eindhoven pax +18.9% to 5.65m; Rotterdam pax +5.4% to 1.78m; Groningen pax +26.4% to 228k. 

Norway 

December: All airports pax +1.9% to 3.88m, domestic pax +1.3% to 2.23m, international pax +3.0% to 1.56m. 
YTD (Dec): All airports pax +2.4% to 55.64m, domestic pax +2.7% to 31.13m, international pax +2.2% to 23.30m. 
December (Top 6 airports): Oslo OSL pax +2.6% to 1.91m; Bergen pax +2.4% to 414k; Trondheim pax -1.0% to 302k; Stavanger pax +0.4% to 297k, Tromso pax 
+7.2% to 177k; Oslo TRF pax +11.1% to 145k. 
YTD (Dec, Top 6 airports): Oslo OSL pax +6.6% to 27.48m; Bergen pax +2.7% to 6.11m; Trondheim pax +0.2% to 4.43m; Stavanger pax -0.4% to 4.18m; Tromso 
pax +7.7% to 2.27m; Oslo TRF pax +35.1% to 1.97m. 

Poland 

December: Warsaw WAW pax +% to 1.15m; Krakow pax +24.1% to 480k; Warsaw WMI pax +0.2% to 227k; Katowice pax +20.7% to 225k; Wroclaw pax +7.4% 
to 202k; Poznan pax +35.9% to 135k; Rzeszow pax +6.4% to 51,951; Lublin pax +36.2% to 35,933; Bydgoszcz pax +15.7% to 25,550; Lodz pax -23.9% to 15,529. 
YTD (Dec): Warsaw WAW pax +23.4% to 14.63m; Krakow pax +16.7% to 5.82m; Katowice pax +20.9% to 3.89m; Warsaw WMI pax +2.5% to 2.93m; Wroclaw 
pax +18.0% to 2.86m; Poznan pax +8.3% to 1.85m; Rzeszow pax +4.5% to 694k; Lublin pax +14.0% to 430k; Bydgoszcz pax -1.8% to 331k; Lodz pax -14.0% to 
207k.  

Portugal 

November: Top 5 airports pax +12.9% to 3.41m; Lisbon pax +17.3% to 2.02m; Porto pax +10.5% to 770k; Faro pax +0.6% to 293k; Funchal pax +6.0% to 220k; 
Ponta Delgada pax +3.2% to 104k. 
YTD (Nov): Top 5 airports pax +16.9% to 47.82m; Lisbon pax +19.0% to 24.64m; Porto pax +15.5% to 9.96m; Faro pax +14.8% to 8.49m; Funchal pax +8.0% to 
2.99m; Ponta Delgada pax +22.9% to 1.74m. 

Romania 

November: All airports pax +9.1% to 1.42m; Bucharest pax +9.7% to 957k; Cluj-Napoca pax +16.2% to 184k; Timisoara pax +8.0% to 130k; Sibiu pax +1.2% to 
36,930; Bacau pax +2.2% to 28,324. 
December: Iasi pax +3.7% to 83,318. 
YTD (Nov): All airports pax +25.2% to 18.05m; Bucharest pax +17.7% to 11.87m; Cluj-Napoca pax +48.1% to 2.52m; Timisoara pax +44.1% to 1.50m; Sibiu pax 
+36.0% to 484k; Bacau pax +2.8% to 397k. 
YTD (Dec): Iasi pax +30.0% to 1.15m 

Russia 

November: Moscow SVO pax +16.4% to 3.12m; Moscow DME pax +5.0% to 2.04m; Novosibirsk pax +29.5% to 406k; Ekaterinburg pax +22.3% to 402k; Rostov-
on-Don pax +24.7% to 233k; Vladivostok pax +20.1% to 163k; Mineralnye Vody pax +15.4% to 159k; Chelyabinsk pax +15.1% to 112k; Volgograd pax +16.3% to 
80,086k. 
December: St. Petersburg pax +10.2% to 1.08m. 
YTD (Nov): Moscow SVO pax +18.2% to 36.95m; Moscow DME pax +7.9% to 28.61m; Ekaterinburg pax +25.9% to 4.99m; Novosibirsk pax +21.5% to 4.58m; 
Rostov-on-Don pax +31.2% to 2.49m; Chelyabinsk pax +24.8% to 1.40m; Volgograd pax +25.8% to 936k. 
YTD (Dec): St. Petersburg pax +21.6% to 16.13m. 

Slovakia 
December: Bratislava pax +17.9% to 121k; Kosice pax +4.4% to 30,688. 
YTD (Dec): Bratislava pax +10.5% to 1.94m; Kosice pax +13.8% to 495k. 

Slovenia December: Ljubljana pax +15.4% to 110k. YTD: pax +19.8% to 1.68m. 

Spain 

December: All airports pax +8.9% to 16.37m, flights +8.0% to 151k.  
December (Top 5 airports): Madrid pax +5.4% to 4.25m; Barcelona pax +6.4% to 3.19m; Gran Canaria pax +8.5% to 1.25m; Malaga pax +9.5% to 999k; Tenerife 
TFS pax +4.0% to 996k. Other notable (>20%): Vitoria +1405%, El Hierro +61.0%, Granada +41.6%, Valladolid +40.6%, Santander +36.1%, Seville +30.3%, Pam-
plona +29.5%, Jerez +24.6%, Tenerife TFN +24.2%, Ibiza +22.3%, Valencia +21.3%.  
YTD (Dec): All airports pax +8.2% to 249.22m, flights +6.3% to 2.17m.  
YTD (Dec, Top 5 airports): Madrid pax +5.9% to 53.40m; Barcelona pax +7.1% to 47.28m; Palma de Mallorca pax +6.5% to 27.97m; Malaga pax +11.7% to 
18.63m; Alicante pax +11.1% to 13.71m. Other notable (>15%): El Hierro +27.4%, Reus +25.1%, Santander +20.5%, Granada +20.1%, Girona +16.9%, La Palma 
+16.7% and Valencia +16.3%. 

Sweden 

December: Top 20 airports pax +1.4% to 3.32m. Stockholm ARN pax +1.4% to 1.91m; Gothenburg pax +2.1% to 465k; Stockholm BMA pax -2.6% to 190k; 
Malmö pax -4.4% to 162k; Stockholm NYO pax +13.8% to 141k. 
YTD (Dec): Top 20 airports pax +6.2% to 46.34m. Stockholm ARN pax +7.9% to 26.62m; Gothenburg pax +6.0% to 6.75m; Stockholm BMA pax +1.1% to 2.53m; 
Malmö pax -1.6% to 2.18m; Stockholm NYO pax +5.2% to 2.13m. 

Switzerland 
December: Zurich pax +3.3% to 2.17m; Geneva pax +2.7% to 1.38m; Bern pax +9.7% to 7,609. 
YTD (Dec): Zurich pax +6.3% to 29.40m; Geneva pax +5.0% to 17.35m; Bern pax -0.2% to 183k. 

Turkey 

December: All airports (DHMI) pax +18.0% to 14.19m; Istanbul IST pax +14.6% to 5.14m; Istanbul SAW pax +16.6% to 2.59m; Ankara pax +39.9% to 1.52m; 
Izmir pax +10.9% to 1.02m; Antalya pax +11.6% to 750k; Adana pax +6.2% to 475k; Trabzon pax +16.0% to 320k; Gaziantep pax +35.5% to 233k; Diyarbakir pax 
+12.4% to 175k; Kayseri +12.3% to 162k. 
YTD (Dec): All airports (DHMI) pax +11.2% to 193.03m; Istanbul IST pax +5.5% to 63.73m; Istanbul SAW pax +5.8% to 31.39m; Antalya pax +38.4% to 25.93m; 
Ankara pax +21.5% to 15.85m; Izmir pax +6.4% to 12.82m; Adana pax +0.3% to 5.61m; Trabzon pax +11.4% to 4.15m; Dalaman pax +20.3% to 3.71m; Bodrum 
pax +8.8% to 3.51m. 

Ukraine 

November: Kiev KBP pax +12.3% to 748k; Odessa pax +7.3% to 85,991; Kharkiv pax +20.1% to 61,246. 
YTD (Nov): Kiev KBP pax +23.1% to 9.77m; Odessa pax +20.1% to 1.14m; Kharkiv pax +36.0% to 746k. 
December: Dnepropetrovsk pax +7.7% to 20,082. 
YTD (Dec): Dnepropetrovsk pax -2.8% to 277k. 

UK 

November: Birmingham pax -1.5% to 768k; Bristol pax +3.5% to 489k; Belfast BFS pax -2.1% to 403k. 
December: London LHR pax +2.8% to 6.34m (Europe +1.4%, N America +1.5%, Asia/Pacific +5.5%, Mid East +2.7%, domestic +6.6%), flights +2.3%. 
December: London LGW pax +1.5% to 3.17m (Europe scheduled -0.4%, domestic -8.3%, N Atlantic +27.6%, other long-haul +10.2%, Ireland +3.4%), flights 
down 1.3%. 
December: Manchester pax +1.5% to 1.83m; London STN pax -1.2% to 1.83m; London LTN pax -1.6% to 1.06m; Edinburgh pax +7.2% to 925k; Glasgow pax 
down 1.5% to 618k; Aberdeen pax +3.6% to 238k 
YTD (Nov): Birmingham pax +13.0% to 12.20m; Bristol pax +8.4% to 7.70m; Belfast BFS pax +15.2% to 5.44m. 
YTD (Dec): London LHR pax +3.1% to 77.99m (Europe +2.4%, N America +1.1%, Asia/Pacific +4.5%, Mid East +9.5%, domestic +3.3%), flights +0.2%. 
YTD (Dec): London LGW pax +5.2% to 45.56m (Europe scheduled +3.7%, domestic +5.1%, N Atlantic +20.2%, other long-haul +9.9%, Ireland +4.3%), flights 
+2.1%. 
YTD (Dec): Manchester pax +8.5% to 27.79m; London STN pax +6.5% to 25.90m; London LTN pax +8.6% to 15.80m; Edinburgh pax +8.6% to 13.43m; Glasgow 
pax +5.8% to 9.90m; Aberdeen pax +1.9% to 3.14m. 
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the Air France-KLM Group is just over eight times bigger 
than the UK-based LCC. At the other end of the scale, 
Norwegian has almost the same number of flights as SAS 
in Oslo, while IAG is only 20% bigger than Ryanair in 
Dublin. Ryanair is also the second biggest carrier in Lisbon 
and Prague, with easyJet third at both of these airports. In 
Rome, where Alitalia is still clearly #1 at the city’s 
Fiumicino base, Vueling is second and Ryanair third. 

Brussels Airlines tops S18 growth after acquisition 

Comparing July 2018 with July 2017 reveals which of the 
carriers are growing fastest in terms of flights from their 
hubs. Brussels Airlines comes top with almost 14% more 
flights this July, but this is mostly down to the carriers 
acquiring the local leisure airline Thomas Cook Airlines 
Belgium. 

Not far behind are Finnair and LOT Polish Airlines, both 
with almost 13% more flights from Helsinki and Warsaw 
WAW. The Lufthansa Group’s four other main hubs are all 
currently recording growth of between 6% and 8%. This is 
only for the legacy carrier itself and does not include 
growth from other member carriers such as Eurowings. 

Apart from Frankfurt, Europe’s other main hubs at 
Amsterdam, Istanbul IST, London LHR and Paris CDG are 
seeing only very modest growth (of 2% or less) from their 
home carriers. However, at least they are still growing. 

SAS in Copenhagen (see page 2 for more on the airport’s 
recent traffic development) and Alitalia in Rome FCO are 
both reporting a reduction in flights this July. At least in 
the case of Copenhagen an increase in average aircraft size 
means that SAS is actually increasing its seat capacity in 
July by around 1%. In Italy, Alitalia’s 5% cut in flights also 
translates into a 5% reduction in seat capacity. 

Frankfurt and Amsterdam busier than London LHR 

While London LHR maintains its position as Europe’s 
busiest airport (with almost 78 million passengers in 2017, 
up 3% on the previous year), it now ranks only third this 
summer for movements behind both Frankfurt (with three 
parallel runways) and Amsterdam (with five main runways) 
with both Paris CDG and Istanbul IST within touching 
distance of overtaking Heathrow as well. 

Across the 20 airports analysed, movements across the 
whole of the summer period (April to October) for all 
airlines are currently set to grow by around 4%. The 
biggest percentage increases are set to be in Athens, 

Frankfurt and Helsinki (all +9%), and Dublin, Lisbon and 
Prague (all +6%).  

Copenhagen (+3%) and Rome FCO (+3%) both benefit from 
carriers other than SAS and Alitalia growing their presence 
at these airports. Norwegian and Danish Air Transport are 
helping to offset SAS’ stagnation, while Finnair, LOT, 
Primera Air, Ukraine International Airlines (new for S18) 
and Wizz Air are helping the Danish airport to grow. In 
Rome it is the likes of Aeroflot, Blue Panorama, Meridiana, 
Norwegian, Vueling and Wizz Air (again) that are helping to 
generate movement growth across the summer. 

Amsterdam, Brussels, London LHR and Zurich are currently 
only expecting a 1% increase in summer movements while 
Stockholm ARN is currently looking at a 1% drop in 
movements, though seat capacity is up almost 2%. Both 
SAS and Norwegian are growing slightly, but according to 
FlightGlobal schedules data NextJet, the airport’s third 
biggest carrier, is currently planning to cut flights by 

around 25%. However, there is still plenty of time for some 
of these figures to change as airlines continue to assess 
their schedules. With the fate of NIKI still apparently 
shrouded in uncertainty, easyJet yet to announce its full 
summer schedule for Berlin TXL (which impacts 
destinations like Copenhagen and Stockholm) and Belair 
tentatively revealing plans to relaunch in Zurich, the 
rankings shown in these graphs may yet change. 


